
Hayward Turnstiles Order Terms and Conditions 

Hayward Turnstiles

The below terms and conditions are to be included with every quotation or invoice, are incorporated into every 
agreement between the parties, and apply to every order. By initiating an order with Hayward Turnstiles, Inc., 
you agree to these below terms and conditions in their entirety. These terms and conditions supersede all prior or 
contemporaneous agreements or understandings—oral or written—relating to the subject matter herein. Any 
different or additional terms contained in any other document or buyer’s purchase order or other 
acknowledgment forms are hereby rejected. These terms and conditions may only be modified by a written 
document signed by both parties. 

Quotations: 

All quotations are valid for a period of 30 days from the date of quotation. All quotations are based only on 
information—verbal or written—supplied to Hayward Turnstiles by the buyer. Hayward Turnstiles may invoice 
for cost increases that occur due to insufficient information supplied to Hayward Turnstiles before the time of 
this quotation, at the time of this quotation, or after the time of this quotation. 

Orders: 

When an order is formally placed, the quoted price is valid for 1 month from the date the order is placed. All 
required forms and/or payments must be submitted and approved by Hayward Turnstiles before an order can be 
released to our factory for production. If a customer’s order is not released to our factory for production within 1 
month of the customer’s original order date because of outstanding forms, payments, or other holdups on the 
customer’s end, Hayward Turnstiles reserves the right to change prices on your order to reflect current pricing. 

Companies may only purchase products from Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. if they will be conducting the 
installation of the products themselves. We do not warrant products purchased by companies that then 
employ a third party company to install the products for them. This policy is instituted to ensure proper 
installation of our products and prevent warranty disputes. 

Credit Terms: 

Credit terms are determined upon completion and acceptance of a Hayward Turnstiles credit application where 
the customer’s financial rating and payment history will be used to determine payment terms. Standard payment 
terms are Net 30 days from either the date of production completion or the specified projected ship date; 
whichever comes later. Hayward Turnstiles reserves the right to deny credit terms for any reason. Hayward 
Turnstiles reserves the right to modify payment terms at any time. Please reach out to 
accounting@haywardts.com for all credit term inquiries. A representative from Accounting will help you 
review your candidacy for credit terms. 



Hayward Turnstiles reserves the right to charge storage fees on orders that have been stored at our factory for 2 
or more weeks beyond either production completion or the projected ship date; whichever comes later. Storage 
fees are calculated on a $25.00 per pallet per day fee structure. 

Lead Times: 

Unless otherwise stated by a Hayward Turnstiles representative, our standard lead time is 4-6 weeks. This lead 
time begins after all required forms and deposit payments are processed and your order is released for 
production. Projected ship dates are provided after orders are released for production. Lead times and projected 
ship dates are estimates and should not be considered definite. 

Shipping: 

Unless otherwise specified, Hayward Turnstiles orders are quoted with FedEx Freight shipping added (or UPS 
Ground shipping added for smaller parts orders). Hayward Turnstiles welcomes order pickups. If you choose to 
pickup an order, we will provide weights, dimensions, our pickup address, and anything else you may need to 
coordinate your own pickup upon request. A handling charge may apply if you choose to coordinate your own 
pickup. PLEASE NOTE: we do not ship with a customer’s account number nor can we ship collect. 

Freight Estimates: 

Freight estimates are valid for 30 days from the date of the quotation unless specified otherwise. Freight 
estimates are determined based only on information—verbal or written—supplied to Hayward Turnstiles by the 
purchaser at the time of quoting. Due to the possibility of a discrepancy with the information provided when 
obtaining an estimated cost and the actual information determined at the time of shipment, the freight prices 
provided at the time of quotation are not binding upon Hayward Turnstiles for this cost estimate. Possible 
factors affecting the actual cost of shipment include, but are not limited to, weight, classification, zip codes, 

Visa, American Express, Discover, cash, check, ACH, or wire transfer. 

Late Fees: 

Hayward Turnstiles reserves the right to charge a late fee on past due invoices in the amount of 2% of the 

outstanding balance due per month. 

Storage Fees: 

Payment Methods: 

tariff or contract terms/conditions, lift gate requirements, forklift requirements, inside delivery, delivery 



original customer. Any damaged sustained to the product during shipping shall not be covered under this
warranty. All orders must be inspected, in their entirety, for visible and concealed shipping damage within (5)
business days of receipt. Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. is not responsible for shipping damage after this time.
Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. must be notified immediately upon discovery of damage. Unreported damage may
also void the manufacturer warranty.

Hayward Turnstiles has no control over the installation, attachment and/or the connections made to electrical 
and electronic part(s) within the turnstile, therefore no warranty or implied warranty on electrical part(s) or 
components shall be deemed as part of the original warranty herein. This warranty does not cover the repair or 
replacement of any part(s) or materials which are damaged or altered due to customer misuse or abuse. 
Alterations, additions, or modifications to the mechanical components, electrical systems, or cabinet will, void 
the warranty. 
The purchaser shall contact the Customer Service at 203‐647‐9147 and request a Return Authorization Number 
prior to the return of any items, as the company may waive the requirement of return. 
Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. will repair or replace, at its option, part(s) covered under warranty that have been 
preauthorized and returned to our factory at 333 Quarry Road, Milford, CT 06460. Hayward Turnstiles will 
inspect the returned product and reserves the right to determine whether a defect exists for which it is 
responsible under this warranty. If part is determined to be defective or faulty due to our workmanship or 
material, it will be repaired, or at our option, replaced at no cost for such part. The purchaser shall bear the cost 
of returning the part(s) to the factory and/or any labor cost incurred for removal and/or installation. Subsequent 
warrants to replaced or repaired part(s) shall extend no longer than ninety (90) days after such replacement or 
repair. This warranty does not cover labor costs to install or reinstall the replaced part(s) or other costs or 
expenses that might be incurred as a result of such defective part(s). Nor does it cover loss of time, 
inconvenience, loss of use, incidental or consequential damages arising from defective parts, or delays of 
construction costs for late or damaged delivery, or other matters not specifically included. 
Implied Warranties: 
There are no implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 
There are no other warranties or responsibilities, expressed or implied, due to the wide variety of conditions for 
which the product may be purchased, installed, or used. No individual, integrator, or contractor is sanctioned to 
create any liabilities or obligations on the part of Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. not mentioned herein or implied or 
imposed by law. To the extent permitted by law, and subject to the specification warranty, this warranty is 
exclusive, in lieu of and excludes all other warranties, expressed or implied, including merchantability and 
fitness for a particular purpose. To the extent permitted by law, Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. liability is limited 

Warranty: 

Hayward Turnstiles warrants its products to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of one 
(1) year from the date of shipment. View the next page of this document to review our entire warranty language.
LIMITED WARRANTY 
Hayward Turnstiles, Inc. warrants its products to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 
(1) year from the date of shipment. This warranty applies only to the original product which was shipped to the

appointments, residential, church, school, storage unit, high-security deliveries and additional services required 
completing both pickup and delivery. Hayward Turnstiles reserves the right to invoice for shipping cost 
increases whether quoted or not. 

solely and exclusively to repair or replacement as set forth herein and does not include any liability whatsoever 



Connecticut. Any claim or conflict arising out of this warranty or the purchase of goods from Hayward 
Turnstiles, Inc. shall be submitted for settlement to the American Arbitration Association. Failure to submit any 
claim or conflict arising out of this warranty to arbitration, shall be a complete defense to the institution or 
further prosecution of any other legal proceeding. 

for any incidental or other damages of any kind whatsoever, whether a claim is based upon a theory of contract, 
negligence or tort. 
Governing Law: 
The Hayward Turnstiles one (1) year limited warranty shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
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